Promo Code valid 04/01/2018 THRU 04/30/18.
No Limit to how many frames you can order.
Minimum purchase requirements of qualifying products must be met for promo code to apply.
Orders must be placed online at www.gnpframe.com to receive this offer.
Promo code must be entered in PROMO CODE field (not in instructions box) to qualify.
One promo code per order.
Cannot be combined with any other discounts, promotion codes, gift certificates or coupons.
All codes apply to full frame products only.
Print Assembly includes the printing of a basic lustre color print. All other requested finishes are
up-charged at lab list price.
 Does not include any pre-press corrections.
 Does not apply to any product in Canvas Float Frames, Extra’s, Specialty Frames, Moulding corners, Starter Packages or Designer Walls categories.
 Does not apply to orders without print assembly.
 Does not apply to print to come orders.
 For custom sizes up to 30x40 frame opening size, choose the next closest size up and then add
special instructions for the specific sizing, don't forget to click save notes.
 Does not apply to any size over 30x40. We reserve the right to charge the additional charges to
any orders which do not comply with these terms and conditions.
 Cannot be used on any other dates than listed. No rainchecks. Promo has 0.00 cash value.










Here's How To Order:
 Go to www.GNPFrame.com and choose any qualifying frame product.
 Build your frame using the simple 1-2-3 steps
 Upload your already cropped and sized image into the frame.
 Choose NO on the Print Assembly option to avoid being charged and add the item to your shopping cart.
 Type promo code “APRIL2018FRPA” in the PROMO CODE FIELD and hit apply. This is our indicator that this is a Print Assembly order and you’re taking advantage of our special offer.
 Follow the check out steps and wait to receive your on screen confirmation and your confirmation
email. That's it, you're all done!
Cannot be retroactively applied to orders already placed, confirmed, in production or
shipped (no exceptions).

